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SUBJECT : Case of HUNT. v RADS

This case is a slander action in the United states District

Court for the District of ?, saryland by one Ecrik Beim against

. Juni Raus because Raus publicly identified Ileino.as a Communist

and a KGB. agent. !Chile both arc of Estonian origin, Rnus is a U.S.

citizen, and Heine, having emigrated to Canada, is now a Canadian

citizen. The defense is that Raus made those statements in the

COUTI10 of his employment by the Central Intelligence Agency and

that they are, therefore, privileged and the complaint should bC

dismissed. A motion-to . this effect is currently before Judge Thomsen

of the Federal Court in Maryland.

The facts behind this action are as follows: Jun i Raus ha%

long been an important figure among Estonian emigres in the United

States, and has until recently been National Commander of the Legion

of Estonian Liberation, an organization of American citizens of

Estonian origin-. Consequently, we have established a relationship

with him over the years in which Raus has been willing to act for

the Agency in connection with our intelligence interests. His mission

was to identify, select, and aid in the recruitment of Estonian emigres
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for intelligence L7issions rd)road, primarily. into the soviet Union.

Thinission he accomplished effectively over the years.

In 1963 Eorik 'eine care to the United States; to show an

Estonian nationalist film and to developcontacts in Fstonian emigre

organizations. Heine had first cone to our attention in 1957 when

he was released from a Soviet prison cam:: and traveled to Gcnnany,

allegedly as a returning German Pin g. At Clot tine he had been in-

terrogated by Agency officers, but his story fris not given credence.

Thus, when Heine visited the United States in 1963 we conducted an

intensive analysis of all information that could be developed on

Heine which was available from a number of sources, This analysis,

,coupled_withour,koowledge:of.other_similar.cascs 'ned . of the?techniques

of penetration -and deception employed by the-KG, led our exports in

counterintelligence to the firm conclusion that !Feine was a controlled

agent of the KGB. His efforts to establish himself with Estonian

emigre groups in the United States, therefore, became of great concern

to us, not only because of the problem of impairment of our intelligence

effort but because of personal danger to members of the emisre groups

who cooperated with us. Accordingly, it was determined tint the

Estonian emigre groups should be appropriately warned of our conclusions

as to Hoine's contrel by the,KGZ and the obvious dangers involved. .

Raus was the obvious emissary for this purpose and was briefed on our

analysis and conclus i nns and instructed to warn appropriate persons, in

the emigre groups, lie did so and inevitably the word got back to Heine,
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- who then announced that he intended to sue for slander. Again we be-

lieve this is Consistent with KGB policy and techniques because of its .

obvious divisive influence within the Estonian groups. This division

has actually taken place since the suit was riled.

()ice the complaint was brought, it became clear after careful study-.

that our emissary was in serious personal trouble as a result of his

action tuRen under our instructions. Accordingly, with the full coopera-

tion of the Department of Justice, affidavits were filed on.behalf of the

defendant, Raus, to establish that when

Heine he was acting within the scope of

were, therefore, privileged. Since the

making. the statements concerning

his emloyment and the statements

case is presently before the

court for decision, we have felt that it would be completely inappropriate

for us to comment further publicly at this time on the ncrits of the

• case or the newspaper stories concerning the case.
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